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Image: How Polypropylene is being processed into
plastic threads that may be used to make fabric

THE SUPERHERO OF PLASTICS
Polypropylene is probably one of the most versatile plastic found in our daily lives. In fact, polypropylene is found in
every market sector that uses plastic. From kitchen utensils to clothing, from water bottles to car batteries. You
name it, prolypropylene will be there. Polypropylene’s characteristics make it ideal for tough, robust products
ranging from car bumpers to chair mesh fabric to medical tools to cold weather gear. It can also be engineered to a
wide range of packaging that helps to protect our daily necessities, from water to food to medicine. Selling at a much
higher price than unprocessed propylene, it is no wonder that Sinostar PEC (C9Q:SI) has approved the construction
of a polypropylene plant in Dongming County, Shandong Province, China. This investment will allow Sinostar PEC, to
not only process the 90,000 tonnes of unprocessed propylene it generates per annum, but also an opportunity to
profit from processing additional unprocessed propylene which can be sold for a higher profit.

H E A LT H C A R E P L AT F O R M S O N
THE RISE
On our local shores, MediNex & Nex assists doctors and
practitioners by offering a one-stop medical and business
support to help set and grow their healthcare business.
Taking up an equity of 35.8% in MediNex & Nex, HC
Surgical Specialists (“HC Surgical”) is enhancing its
ecological model of sustained growth through the services
of MediNex & Nex. HC Surgical aims to bring affordable
and high-quality healthcare to the patient’s doorsteps.
“We are interested to take on young, motivated
specialist doctors with potential to grow with us. It is
always better off in a Group than being on their own as
our conducive working environment will help them to
obtain new business leads, which in turn generate more
patients for them,” says Dr. Heah Sieu Min, co-Founder
of HC Surgical. HC Surgical is a medical services group
primarily engaged in provision of endoscopy procedures
and general surgery services across a network of clinics
across Singapore.
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VIVIDTHREE HOLDINGS LAUNCHES SUCCESSFUL
T R A D I N G D E B U T O N S G X C ATA L I S T B O A R D
Vividthree Holdings (OMK:SI) made its successful
listing on the Catalist Board of the SGX last Tuesday
morning on 25th September 2018, making it
Singapore’s first-listed digital content producer to be
listed on SGX. Supported by its parent company, mm2
Asia Limited will continue to hold a majority stake of
41.53% of Vividthree’s total enlarged shares after the
IPO.
“When Sky, Jay and I decided to start this business, it
was just 3 of us, 3 Ikea tables, and 3 Ikea chairs. We
figured, given our humble backgrounds, it would be
cool to be our own bosses, doing what we love best”,
says Charles Yeo, Managing Director of Vividthree
Holdings.

Vividthree’s profitable traditional business and shift
towards content production suggests huge growth
potential. Ventured into the VR space via “Train to
Busan” VR thematic tour show which is Highly
scalable business model. Low capital outlay of S$23m to stakeholder. Short production lead time (3-6
months to build a new VR set). Asset light model
with limited execution risk and variable upside from
royalties.
Interactive and modular nature of set increases the
range of potential target customers from theme
parks to shopping centers seeking to drive foot
traffic with theme-based experiences.
Vividthree is currently Singapore’s only SGX listed
proxy to the rising penetration of Virtual and
Augmented Reality sectors.

